Try this over on your Piano
ROZALIA.
VALSE de CONCERT.

CHAS. KONEDSKY-DAVIS.
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Un Appel D'Amour
("Love's Appeal")
(Half Step or Hesitation Waltz)

Con Espress

Tempo di Valse

Simplice

Copyright MCMXIV by Presto Publishing Co.
International Copyright Secured.
CODA

Un Appel d'Amour - 5
On Sale Everywhere

EUROPEAN SUCCESSES BY

CHAS. KONEDSKI - DAVIS

ROZALIA WALTZ
(for dance or concert)

THE KIDLETS WALTZ
(boston or hesitation)

BERNETTA WALTZ
(half step or hesitation)

Maxella Gavotte
(a dainty melodious dance)

MY IRISH LOVE BIRD
(the great sensational song hit)

POST PRANDIAL
(trot, one step, two step, or march)

Say Not Farewell

AND

BRING BACK THOSE SUMMER DAYS
(two famous song successes)

JOAN SAWYER’S
AEROPLANE WALTZ

New Descriptive Dance

At all Music Stores.